CHAPTER 3: ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY
INTRODUCTION

Many individual immigrants reported feeling that economic opportunity for immigrants in Minnesota is similar to the opportunities available to the U.S.-born population. Immigrants and refugees did report barriers to employment, including lack of employment authorization, limited opportunities due to language proficiency, lack of recognition of foreign training and credentials, and limited access to education and technology. Other barriers include the limited availability of living wage jobs, benefits, and paid time off. Despite these barriers, many immigrants and refugees report optimism about their economic opportunities due to hard work.

While immigrants and refugees often viewed their economic opportunities with optimism, service providers and advocates reported patterns that indicate a more sobering situation. Some immigrant workers face exploitation by employers who prey on fear of deportation or job loss. Serious workplace abuses including wage and hour violations and wage theft, lack of training and access to safety equipment, physical and sexual assault, false imprisonment, and human trafficking were reported in a variety of industries.

Immigrant and refugee workers in Minnesota have widely divergent experiences based on their race, religion, country of origin, education level, and immigration status. Some face employment discrimination based on these circumstances. While most individuals interviewed did not report being the victim of illegal discrimination, organizations and advocates who serve immigrant workers uniformly reported incidents of discrimination in the workplace. At the same time, some people reported willingness by their employers to remedy problems.

HUMAN RIGHTS AND ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY

Freedom from discrimination is a core human rights standard and the foundation of worker protection. It entitles everyone to equality of treatment and opportunity in employment without distinction on the basis of race, sex, religion, politics, nationality, or social origin. Human rights law also prohibits exploitation, providing that everyone has the right to be free from slavery, servitude, and other forms of involuntary work. It also includes the right to earn wages that ensure the worker and his or her family an existence worthy of human dignity, including reasonable limits of working hours and periodic holidays with pay, and to decent working conditions once employed. Additionally, everyone has the right to form and join trade unions, to
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bargain collectively with employers, and to strike in defense of their interests.\(^{360}\) Everyone has the right to access the employment of one’s choice\(^{361}\) and the right not to be unfairly deprived of employment.\(^{362}\)

**Barriers to Economic Opportunity**

Immigrants, refugees, and organizations working with those individuals reported barriers to employment and leaving poverty similar to those of the U.S.-born population. One career counselor described how immigrants and refugees lose their jobs as a result of general difficulties dealing with leaving home and adjusting to life in a new country.\(^{363}\) Others face barriers because they lack employment authorization, have limited English language ability, possess foreign credentials not recognized in Minnesota, or lack access to education or technology needed for employment. At the same time, immigrants and refugees reported positive experiences relating to economic opportunities in Minnesota and often viewed these opportunities in comparison to the lives they left in their home countries.

**Lack of Employment Authorization**

The most commonly reported barrier to economic opportunity for immigrants, both documented and undocumented, was the lack of employment authorization. “Without work authorization, it was hard to move around or get connected with services because I didn’t have any identification,” explained one man. “When I got my work authorization, I felt free. I could apply for work, a driver’s license, a Social Security card. Everywhere I went, they asked for an ID. Before, I could not get a library card because I did not have anything with an address on it. When I had my work authorization card, I could feel attached to my community.”\(^{364}\) Another asylee stated, “I was unable to work at first because my immigration status did not permit employment. Nobody would rent to me because I did not have a job, even though I had some money saved up. My ambiguous immigration status made it difficult for people to help me. There are so many barriers when you’re in that gap.”\(^{365}\)

When individuals do finally receive authorization to work in the United States, some reported difficulties related to a gap in their work history, or problems related to the frequency with which the work authorization must be renewed (often yearly). “I’ve had my work permit for one month,”
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one man explained. “The problem is that I didn’t work for a year. I’m living with people, they are God-sent people, but no one can share bread with you if you can’t contribute flour.” A staff member at a social service agency explained how repeated delays in renewal of employment authorization documents resulted in hardship for a client: “She got work permission and then it wouldn’t be renewed in a timely fashion, and she would lose her job, so her work history was short and spotty. She couldn’t advocate for herself to stop the firings.”

Another reported problem, especially for Latino workers, is the assumption that the workers are undocumented, or that the employment authorization documents provided to the employer are fraudulent. These assumptions, particularly when based on ethnicity or country of origin, sometimes benefit one immigrant group at the expense of others. One advocate reported that, “The largest employers switched to hiring Karen refugees because they have papers. They hire fewer Latinos because they worry about whether their papers are legitimate.”

Other social service providers reported that some employers misunderstand the rules about what documents employees must show to establish eligibility for employment. One service provider described how some employers improperly ask for specific immigration documents in violation of federal law, which requires the employer to allow the employee to choose from a list of acceptable documents to present. As a result, the agency now conducts “a series of orientations where we tell clients that people do not need to see their immigration documents. We try to do education with employers too. It is difficult because you want the employer on our side, but also want to advocate for our clients. Employment is where we see discrimination and/or confusion about immigrants and refugees.”

Not surprisingly, undocumented workers felt that they did not have adequate economic opportunities in the United States. “Pay is low and there are no health benefits. No, I do not have the same opportunities because I do not have a green card.” Another individual, when asked if she had access to economic opportunities in the United States, responded, “At the moment, no, because I can’t legally work here. The higher paid jobs ask you for documents, and the lower paying jobs do not. So, at the time no, but hopefully soon.”
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**English-Language Ability and Foreign Accents**

People reported that the stereotype that foreign-born individuals do not speak English hinders economic opportunity. One man blamed his accent for his difficulties at work. “The problem started now when I’m trying to find a job. My accent is different than yours. I can speak English, but I have this accent.”

Another person said, “My past experience is like other people. At work they talk to me like I do not know anything, and I can understand clearly. They don’t have to yell in my ear.”

One woman described problems with customers. “At work, the lady at the other end of the phone line said, ‘I need to talk to your supervisor because I don’t understand you.’ When people hear accents, they start to shut down.”

An advocate reported that some employers use poor English skills as a pretext for refusing to hire immigrant workers. “Sometimes employers cite ‘not enough English for the job’ even when the job doesn’t require it or the person's English is actually fine.”

Individuals and service agencies agree that low-level English skills sometimes do create an actual barrier to employment. “The biggest barrier to employment still has to be the language,” said one chamber of commerce member. One person living in St. Paul said, “No, I do not think I have the same economic opportunities because I am not proficient at English.”

One woman reported working for an insurance company for seventeen years. She believes that she has not received a promotion due to her accent. “Because of my language I don’t get promoted. I don’t blame them because maybe sometimes they don’t understand me.”

Several immigrants know that their English language abilities could hinder their job prospects and want to improve their English skills. One woman living in St. Paul said, "I want to study because my English is very, very bad. How can I find a job with this capacity?" A community reported that sometimes immigrants have all of the skills to perform a particular job, except for the ability to speak English. However, because the jobs they can perform without English-language skills are...
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generally low paying, they often work more than one job, leaving them little or no time to take English classes.\textsuperscript{380}

Lengthy English-language job applications are an additional barrier to employment, according to some agency representatives. According to one career counselor, “Language is a barrier for people to get jobs. They need to be able to do the basics. If they can demonstrate physical skill, they can get factory jobs. For anything beyond ‘floor’ jobs, they need the language. A major local employer requires people to fill out their own job applications. If they are not literate or don’t have enough English, they can’t do it.”\textsuperscript{381} Staff at a social service agency agreed that job applications are a frequent barrier to employment: “In addition to the problem of skills and language, city-sponsored job corps programs have a complicated, lengthy application process that keeps our students out.”\textsuperscript{382}

FOREIGN CREDENTIALS

While many immigrants and refugees come to the United States with education, experience, and credentials in a variety of fields, local and state licensing boards and individual employers often fail to recognize these credentials. In some cases, employers simply assume that immigrants and refugees are uneducated. Foreign-trained professionals described difficulty with recognition of credentials and recertification and other barriers that prevented them from working in their chosen professions. They also described the feeling of loss of status and identity that resulted from the failure to recognize their expertise.

According to a health care provider, “There is a certain stereotype and tendency to believe that immigrants are uneducated, therefore not intelligent or deficient in some ways, until they prove otherwise.”\textsuperscript{383} A social service provider said, “Here there is a tendency to see refugees only as refugees, not as educated professionals.”\textsuperscript{384} A police cultural liaison officer in the area agreed, “The biggest problem regarding employment is the assumption that immigrants and refugees are uneducated.”\textsuperscript{385}

One immigrant expressed frustration that her home education was not recognized in the United States. “When I first came, people said my education wasn’t worth anything. I thought uncouth things. In my old job I would have been your boss and now you say my education isn’t worth it. I’m blond and blue-eyed, I fit in the Upper Midwest, it’s not like I’m obviously sticking out, and my

\begin{quote}
When I first came, people said my education wasn’t worth anything. I thought uncouth things.
\end{quote}
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English is good, so I wasn’t having issues there. But still it was really disorienting.”³⁸⁶ A pastor at a predominantly immigrant congregation said, “You need to know that many people are highly educated, but their degrees just aren’t recognized.”³⁸⁷

Not only is it emotionally difficult to not have their education and expertise recognized, it also hinders the ability of immigrants to earn a living. A labor organizer said that it is “amazing to talk to union members. Many used to be doctors, accountants in their country of origin but now are paid minimum wage.”³⁸⁸ “It’s hard for educated people,” said a social worker. “Many end up being Personal Care Assistants or Certified Nursing Assistants, working two or three jobs to get by. This becomes cyclical: because they are always working and tired, they can’t get further education or obtain recertification to move up and get out of the cycle. They can’t really transition to bigger or better jobs.”³⁸⁹ According to a police cultural liaison officer, “The real problem is recertification. It is difficult and costly to get businesses and schools to recognize their previous education and training. Sometime this is a result of low English skills.”³⁹⁰

One social service provider recognizes this problem and is taking steps to assist immigrant workers with re-certification. “It also helps immigrant workers find employment in their fields when our clients participate in our classes and programming. We have a lot of other classes on site. We have a medical career training program and a college readiness course that provides school credits. We also have a medical career counseling program. If the client is certified in their home country, we can help them get trained and verified in the United States without starting over.”³⁹¹

Availability of Living Wage Jobs

Agencies in some geographic areas of the state reported the availability of employment opportunities. Staff at a community college indicated that, in general, jobs are available for residents in their region. “It’s not too bad. We are surrounded by lots of job opportunities. Families come in and they want to stay.”³⁹² A community liaison worker from another region reported, “We are seeing good living wages.”³⁹³

In other area, community members indicated that there is simply a lack of jobs for any worker, not just immigrants. Individuals across the state also reported difficulties finding work. One asylee said, “I went to a lot of organizations to find a job. I found someone from church who got me a job at a
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school to teach French, but now I’m unemployed again.” Another asylee said, “It was not easy to find a job once I got my work permit. It was the winter season and I don’t think anyone was hiring. It took a long time to get a job.” Another asylee reported being unable to find work in spite of a year-long job search. “So after one year preparing a resume, posting to a website, I have no experience working in this country. The problem is if you do not know what to do or where to go. I am currently living with friends. I want to regain my independence. This is the most important thing, but I need a dependable job.”

Sometimes, jobs are available, but they do not pay enough for the worker to rise out of poverty. One social service provider said, “There are a lot of people fighting for entry-level positions.” In another region, a retired English language teacher reported, “Often people would come in initially, get a driver’s license, learn the system, and then move. There was lots of secondary migration out. Some employers were always good, but they were low-wage and didn’t give benefits.” A career counselor at a local workforce center reported poor prospects for unskilled labor. “One grocery store is really good employer but they get around two hundred applications every time there’s an open position. Another popular employer does data entry for mail donations. It is day-shift work, includes all federal holidays, and is easy seated work, but it pays minimum wage only.”

Another asylee described the difficulties both finding a job and earning an adequate wage: “It took me two months to get a job. I just sent in applications everywhere, ten or fifteen applications a day. Then I applied for a job at a delivery company, but buses do not go there. It was a night job, but I told the manager I could not make it because coming back in morning there were no buses. At a department store I did pretty well, but I worked for them for two years with only a $0.15 raise.”

Employers often go to great lengths to keep wages low. A number of people reported a practice of employers avoiding pay raises by terminating employees for minor infractions, often immediately re-hiring the employee at a lower, entry-level pay grade. Staff at a community-based organization reported instances of termination due to minor infractions, perhaps not understood by immigrant workers. “They are one, two minutes late and people get a ‘point’ off, which can lead to being fired.” Another service provider reported how employees were terminated when they took time
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off to attend to their families: “Immigrants often have larger families – more doctor visits, school conferences – but the system was designed for smaller families.”

**Access to Networks, Education, and Technology**

Many immigrants view education as the way out of poverty. Some individuals and agencies, however, reported that jobs that would allow workers to get ahead require a college degree, which often seems out of reach due to lack of financial resources or of time, particularly for those working multiple jobs.

Even when people have recognized credentials, lack of deep networks in the community hinder job searches. One man expressed the combination of hope and frustration similar to that experienced by many first-generation college students looking for employment: “Initially it will take time to get the right connections because in an industry it is not what you know, but who you know. So, if you do not have the right network it will take you a while. But once I have the right qualifications and network then I should be employed. It is hard to get the right networks when your parents are immigrants.”

A community advocate reported that in his region college degrees often do not improve an immigrant’s changes of obtaining better paying jobs. “I have seen a good number of immigrants graduating from colleges around here and when these people graduate, one of two things happen,” he explained. “They either keep their old jobs; if they were working at Wal-Mart, they continue doing that job because there are no opportunities. Or, they move out of the area to find jobs. There are people with bachelors, associates, graduate degrees, all levels. I see this in the private sector and in government jobs. If you look at the public libraries, environmental departments, city hall, there are no immigrants. People have tried to apply and have given up.”

Even immigrants who have significant levels of education are reportedly sometimes unable to apply for jobs due to their lack of access to technology. Many employers now only advertise and accept employment applications online. A career counselor said, “Lots of people come here to use computers to look for jobs. People often have smartphones, but for many people the phone is their only internet access. They can’t really do a job search or application from a smartphone. We can let them use our computers here at the workforce center. It’s a huge help, because there’s no time limit on usage and we let them print for free.”
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Enjoying Economic Opportunity

Immigrants and advocacy organizations also reported positive experiences and examples of healthy, productive workplaces. One immigrant said “work is excellent. If you have the experience and you are knowledgeable then you can get a job. Opportunity is right there, it is all up to the person.”\(^{408}\) An asylee explained that what he “loves about America: nobody cares who you are, it’s just ‘can you do the work?’ Then ‘okay.’”\(^{409}\) Another immigrant, a woman who works with people with disabilities, said, “I am treated fairly at work because our jobs are based on education and experience, so promotions have come easily and on a steady basis.”\(^{410}\)

Some people were confident they were receiving the same opportunities and pay as their co-workers. “I am treated just as fairly, if not more fair than others,” said one man.\(^{411}\) “I have been with my company for three plus years and I have excelled in promotions and raises through hard work. I feel like I have the same opportunities as everyone else.”

Some individuals attributed their successful employment to strong English language skills or a high level of education. An immigrant who moved to Minnesota at age four reported “no problems on the job. I work at a fast food restaurant and my boss gave me a raise after two months and then after six months. I am now a manager. I believe that is because my English is good.”\(^{412}\) A refugee man with a large employer said, “I know a few other refugees, maybe six or seven, who work at [a large poultry company] in human resources or in the office. These are people who have English and a degree. A few people wait a long time to get a job but most of them get jobs quickly.” Another immigrant explained that because he is bilingual, he is an asset to his employer, “especially working with international companies. Pay, benefits, anything like that has never been an issue.”\(^{413}\)

For one immigrant interviewee, the simple comparison between the danger and lack of opportunity he escaped in his home country and the safety of life in the United States prevents him from complaining about his work. A refugee man who, prior to civil war in his home country, led an upper-class life and who now works as a parking attendant said, “I have no complaints. When I work, I am working towards my daughter’s future. There is nothing that can make me complain about it. There are a lot of kids out there who don’t have fathers to feed them or access to health care. My job gives us that so we can’t complain.”\(^{414}\)
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Immigrant Entrepreneurship

Self-employment allows immigrant workers to avoid many of the barriers to employment. Individual business owners reported successfully opening a variety of small-businesses throughout Minnesota and receiving support for their businesses and careers.

One man reported, “I am self-employed. I do not have any problem in getting paid by my clients. They appreciate my services. I have not applied yet for a job, but through my contacts with my friends, I feel very confident of equality of opportunity and equality of protection.” Another man was able to open a barbershop in a friend’s old business space when the friend opened a new business. He said that he has a business partner, advertises his business through flyers in the community, and hopes to hire more barbers. Still, opening a small business is not without barriers. The barber reported that although he had experience as a barber in his home country, the state of Minnesota required him to become licensed. He did receive some credit toward his licensure for his experience, and ultimately received the highest score on the licensing exam.

Most reports of barriers to starting an immigrant-owned business were relayed by organizations that assist immigrant entrepreneurs. “It’s tough to start a business,” said one advocate. “There’s red tape that people don’t know about. The chamber of commerce is trying to help. The number of immigrant-owned businesses [in our city] is low.” Another advocate also discussed “red-tape”: “Licenses vary according to the field and services; they all have their own rules and regulations at the municipal, state, and federal level. The food service sector tends to be highly scrutinized.” According to a legal service provider, “in [our city] it’s so difficult to open up a minority owned business – the health department is very restrictive. I had a friend who opened a restaurant but the Health Department kept dropping in. It was very restrictive and very unfair.”

Community institutions help immigrant entrepreneurs overcome these barriers. One chamber of commerce official described the type of assistance her organization provides to immigrant entrepreneurs: “Our economic development director does a lot of business counseling with them. We had a small business counselor here who would help with creating a business plan and understanding how to start a business. You often have to take a client’s hand and lead them through the process of how to get permits and register with the state for sales tax. We haven’t had any issues with people not understanding regulations.”
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Other problems reportedly experienced by immigrant entrepreneurs include cultural and language barriers, hesitancy by the native-born Minnesota population to engage with the business, and concerns about the entrepreneur’s immigration status. A person from a local chamber of commerce discussed navigating language barriers related to immigrant businesses:

One of the biggest barriers in our community is still language. A lot of Caucasians would be interested in going in the stores and buying something but they feel timid because they do not speak the language. The signs are not in English, so people do not know what things are. Immigrants are opening up some really good clothing and home furnishing stores here, and we are seeing more people patronizing them. But if I go in and they do not have their children in there to speak English, it can be hard. I am not intimidated but some people are.\(^\text{421}\)

**Employer Exploitation**

Advocates and service providers offered many reports of poor treatment and workplace violations against a wide variety of immigrants, primarily in positions requiring unskilled labor. By far the most egregious reports related to the treatment of undocumented workers. “Undocumented people face much bigger obstacles. Lawfully present immigrants and refugees have less fear, less overt discrimination, and less social isolation,” said a local professor.\(^\text{422}\) Organizations and attorneys who work with or assist immigrants reported unscrupulous employers taking advantage of undocumented immigrants’ fear of deportation by engaging in various levels of exploitation, including everything from low wages and wage theft, to sexual assault, to outright imprisonment.\(^\text{423}\)

The U.S. Department of Labor and the Minnesota Department of Labor and Industry hold primary responsibility for ensuring that workplaces are equitable, healthy, and safe, while other agencies, including the federal Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), provide oversight of workplace safety conditions. The U.S. Department of Labor enforces the Migrant and Seasonal Worker Protection Act. The U.S. Department of Agriculture holds certain enforcement authority over various aspects of farm and food production workplaces.

An official responsible for enforcing discrimination claims agreed with this assessment. According to this official, his department does see immigrants coming forward in *quid pro quo* sex harassment complaints, but very few of these compared to what they would expect, and he sees few differential wage claims. He attributes the low number of complaints directly to the fear of
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deportation. In his assessment, immigrant workers are more likely to “find a new job, not file a discrimination claim.”

Even when deportation is not a threat, immigrant workers are still vulnerable to exploitation. “What keeps this attitude of poor treatment toward immigrant workers going,” opined a health care worker, “is that immigrant workers do not want ‘to rock the boat’ and fight. They will say, ‘Well, I have a job, and I can still send some money home,’ and they will settle for the unfair treatment.”

“For a lot of immigrant workers, the concept of assimilation is extremely important,” said one labor organizer. “They often feel afraid fighting the employer.”

A community organizer reported that many immigrants and refugees with whom he interacts do not know about their rights, and at the same time are afraid to lose their jobs if they do complain of unfair treatment. The threat of job loss is a potent one. Attorneys at one legal service provider reported an increase in people coming in for employment issues: “Employers are taking advantage of the economic situation. People are accepting bad working conditions because they don’t want to lose their jobs in this job market.”

Another advocate pointed to a climate that disregards immigrant workers’ humanity and views them as not deserving of basic rights. One community leader explained that employers will think, “This is better than what they had in their country,” rather than thinking of them as equals deserving of good treatment.

**Wage Theft**

Advocates pointed to wage theft, or the failure to pay wages that are owed to an employee, as a problem for immigrant workers in Minnesota. In describing the types of discrimination and exploitation he hears from clients, one legal service provider reported “wage theft is probably the most common.”

Wage theft reportedly occurred in a variety of industries. One community organizer described a restaurant in which people were working twelve hours, seven days a week, but were paid a fixed bimonthly paycheck that worked out to $4 an hour. “Workers were threatened with a frying pan...”
and a knife. We organized and got back wages,” he said.432 A labor leader described a common restaurant industry practice in which waiters receive paychecks, while cleaning staff is paid in cash.

The commercial cleaning industry has worked to become more organized in recent years, and as a result more complaints are surfacing. “At one maintenance company, workers had to work seven days a week but to avoid overtime pay they were forced to punch in as a ghost employee on the seventh day and get paid in cash.” said one organizer. “Another company cleaned grocery stores and would take breakages out of paychecks.”433 The same organizer also described the exploitation of hotel cleaning staff: “A hotel made cleaners come early to fill their cleaning cart off the clock, and then they assigned them more rooms than could be completed and made them finish their rooms off the clock every day. People would be fired if they did not.”434

In other cases, migrant workers and seasonal workers reportedly did not receive payment at all. A community leader explained that workers were told they would be sent their check when the job was finished and then never received payment. In other cases, after the job was complete the employer paid less than promised, telling the workers that they “didn't do a good job.”435

Avoiding Employment Protections: Subcontractors and temporary agencies

While some organizations described situations in which immigrant workers are required to complete more work in the same amount of time and for the same amount of pay as U.S. workers,436 others pointed to instances of contractors working alongside employees on the same job sites receiving different wages, benefits, hours, and training.437

The federal Internal Revenue Service classifies workers as “employees” or “independent contractors” for federal payroll tax reporting purposes. The Minnesota Department of Labor and Industry, together with the Minnesota Department of Employment and Economic Development and the Minnesota Department of Revenue, determine specific classification of workers in the construction, trucking, courier/messenger, and other industries as employees or independent contractors for workers’ compensation purposes. The National Labor Relations Board establishes collective bargaining rights for U.S. employees.

Despite these attempts at regulation, the use of contractors in low-skilled occupations has proliferated. An advocate described a typical scenario in the construction industry: “a good Minnesota employer subcontracts with an LLC, who is basically a guy with a pickup, a ladder, and
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contacts in community. That guy goes out and recruits his crew. He pays them cash, with no regard to minimum wage, benefits, or breaks. Sometimes the contractor screws the crew, and sometimes he gets screwed by the employer, but this is a total cash business."\(^4\)\(^3\)\(^8\)

While not unique to immigrant workers, immigrant assistance organizations identified problems associated with an employers’ decision to hire workers through temporary employment agencies rather than making direct hires. \(^4\)\(^3\)\(^9\) They reported instances of temporary workers being paid less per hour than regular company employees or working without benefits. \(^4\)\(^4\)\(^0\)

A labor leader gave an example of a temporary agency who attempted to conduct an audit of employment authorization records, but only for Latino workers. The employees had been working for the agency for ten years without a raise. The agency also made immigrant workers wait off the clock when machines were broken. As a result of a concerted effort by the workers to organize around the lack of a time clock, stolen hours, and a lack of raises, the company replaced the supervisor, installed a time clock, and gave three years of back pay and a dollar per hour wage increase across the board. \(^4\)\(^4\)\(^1\)

**Unsafe Working Conditions**

In several cases, immigrants reportedly faced working conditions so poor that they endangered the health and safety of immigrant workers. One community advocate described the poor working conditions provided by a food-packaging manufacturer who frequently hires members of the immigrant community. In addition to frequent firing of workers and discriminatory actions against immigrant workers, the factory is very hot and employees are required to be on their feet for long hours. Although she encourages workers to complain to the Department of Labor, they fear losing their jobs. \(^4\)\(^4\)\(^2\)

Working conditions are a problem at many dairy and hog farms, according to a legal service provider. "There are many undocumented workers at dairy farms and hog farms. Many live in fear of immigration officials showing up. They will not complain because they do not want to lose their jobs. They get no breaks and work long hours. One worker did complain and got deported. No one else at the plant complained after that. When people call me with these complaints I give them the number for the Department of Labor, but I don’t know if people follow up on that." \(^4\)\(^4\)\(^3\)
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A community organizer reported a case of an employee who was required to work 24 hours straight. The worker fell asleep on a skid loader, causing damages, which the employer then illegally deducted from the worker’s paycheck. The organizer described another incident in which a worker administering injections to pigs accidentally shot himself in the arm. The worker was not told that he could go to the doctor and that worker’s compensation would cover the cost.\textsuperscript{444}

A labor organizer described the problems experienced by undocumented workers who are injured on the job and file workers’ compensation claims. According to the organizer, if an injured employee files a claim, the employer will suddenly “discover” that the worker is undocumented, and will refuse to make workers’ compensation payments.\textsuperscript{445}

In some cases poor working conditions include sexual assault or physical assault. One community organizer reported an instance in which a supervisor at one of the largest hog farms in Minnesota physically assaulted an immigrant worker. The worker had gone to the supervisor to ask why his employment had been terminated. In response, the supervisor punched the worker, knocking him to the ground.\textsuperscript{446} A legal service provider reported one client’s experience of sexual assault in the workplace. She "was undocumented, and her boss had tremendous power and leverage over her. She was extremely courageous to come forward."\textsuperscript{447}

One attorney described particular frustration when it came to protecting his clients from deportation after they reported their employers: “I have had no success on getting EEOC or the Department of Labor to sign off on U-visas (protecting crime victims from removal). In one case, the employee was raped multiple times by her supervisor. When the victim asked for U-visa certification, the EEOC refused to sign."\textsuperscript{448}

Advocates also reported cases of false imprisonment of immigrant workers. "People get locked in overnight while working at some big-box retailers,” said one community organizer.\textsuperscript{449} Another organizer gave an example of false imprisonment at a large dairy. The employer has a dormitory on the farm where workers live. The workers are not allowed to go into town more than two at a time.\textsuperscript{450}
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Federal and state laws criminalize human trafficking. Federal law enforcement agencies including the U.S. Department of Justice, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, and the Department of Homeland Security investigate human trafficking cases. Minnesota’s eighty-seven county attorneys are charged with enforcing state laws prohibiting human trafficking, slavery, forced labor, and sex trafficking.

While Minnesota law prohibits labor trafficking, no cases have been prosecuted since the law’s enactment in 2005. A small number of labor trafficking cases have been prosecuted by the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the District of Minnesota. Despite this lack of prosecution, advocates have identified human trafficking victims who have been granted protection from deportation under the T-visa program.

One attorney, describing traveling work crews where the employees are taken to different sites around the region and are dependent on the crew leader, observed that “It’s a situation of ‘take it or leave it – this is what you get.’ There’s not a gun to their heads, but there is coercion.”

Another attorney described a case involving an undocumented worker who was employed by a small Minnesota landscaper. The employer variously failed to pay him, pay him on time, or pay overtime. The housing the employer provided for workers was a retrofitted barn with limited access to water. The worker had trouble getting food because he depended on the employer for transportation to town to buy groceries. The employer became increasingly threatening, displaying guns and threatening to beat him up if he continued to demand the wages he was owed. After the employer found out that the worker was stopped by the police while driving and told the police
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where he was living, the employer threatened to kill the employee. The employee attempted to make a complaint with the federal Department of Labor and subsequently sought help from a worker center. Federal immigration officials determined that the worker was a victim of labor trafficking and issued a T-visa protecting him from deportation and permitting him to work lawfully in the United States.459

Another attorney pointed out the particular vulnerability of domestic workers to trafficking. “Nine out of ten cases we handle involve domestic servitude.”460 Another attorney cited one example where the employer of a live-in nanny took the employee’s documents, effectively imprisoning her in her employ.461 While that case remains ongoing, it illustrates one of the employment sectors cited by service providers as particularly vulnerable to exploitation.462

People interviewed agreed that the benefits of seeking redress from exploitative conditions often are outweighed by fear of deportation.463 One advocate noted that enforcement mechanisms do not adequately account for the risk of deportation the employee faces when weighing the possibility of seeking assistance and bringing a case.464

One attorney described the barriers to prosecution: “Trafficking is inherently a hidden type of crime. The person is scared and isolated and is being threatened.”465 Labor trafficking victims may not come forward because of threats or because the victims may see the situation as one in which they voluntarily placed themselves, so they do not self-identify as crime victims.466 “Some are not aware that there is help out there for them.”467

**Employment Discrimination**

Immigrants and service providers reported a wide variety of perceived employment discrimination. While some individuals and organizations reported outright refusal to hire, differential treatment, or employment termination on account of race, religion, national origin, or citizenship, others reported that discrimination, or perceived discrimination, was a result of language and cultural barriers. Some subjects reported that even though differential treatment had occurred at some point, the employers were willing to remedy the unfair treatment.
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State, federal, and international law prohibit discrimination in employment. Agencies including the federal Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, the Minnesota Department of Human Rights, municipal civil rights enforcement agencies in Minneapolis and Saint Paul, and various federal offices including the U.S. Department of Justice Civil Rights Division’s Office of Special Counsel for Immigration-Related Unfair Employment Practices, protect against prohibited discrimination. While mechanisms are available, immigrants who experience discrimination often do not complain, either because they are unaware of their rights under the law, because it is easier to leave the employer than to pursue a complaint, or for undocumented workers, because fear of deportation keeps them silent.\(^{468}\)

Employment discrimination cases in Minnesota in recent years frequently have involved religious discrimination, some of which have garnered significant media attention.\(^{469}\) According to the U.S. Department of Justice, “people should be hired or not hired because of their skills and merit, not because of their faith. And people should not be forced to choose between their faiths and their jobs.”\(^{470}\) Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 requires employers to make reasonable accommodation of employees’ religious observances and practices, unless doing so would cause the employer undue hardship.\(^{471}\) Determining what constituted under hardship in the face of religious accommodation can be further complicated by issues of workplace safety.\(^{472}\)

**Institutional Discrimination**

While few individuals reported egregious discriminatory treatment by employers, many people reporting feeling discriminated against in more subtle ways.

One immigrant reported that she worked as a department manager at a big-box retailer. She believes she was treated poorly by subordinates because she was a Latina in a “white male environment.” She also reported that her supervisor told her, “no one wants you here. You’re going to have to find another department.” After seeking support from supervisors without success, she
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claims she was forced to take a position in a different department with a dollar-per-hour cut in pay.\textsuperscript{473} Another immigrant reported that he was fired from his job at a gas-station chain after three months, allegedly for failing to write down the license plate numbers from three vehicles when the drivers left without paying for gasoline. One manager told him that many employees had similar incidents, but were not disciplined as a result. The man was awarded unemployment compensation, and won his case after the company appealed the decision.\textsuperscript{474}

Several individuals reported more general feelings of discrimination, which they attributed to their citizenship, or lack of lawful permanent resident status. According to one woman, “if I have the same qualifications as the other candidate, then they will most likely hire the U.S. citizen. It’s just the way it is.”\textsuperscript{475} Another woman reported that her ability to find employment changed once she became a U.S. citizen, and that immigrants who do not have at least permanent residency in the United States are treated differently. “I think I’m treated the same way as U.S. citizens, mainly because I am an American now. Before I became a permanent resident, things were very touchy.”\textsuperscript{476}

While two other women interviewed felt they were being treated fairly at their current jobs, one described feeling discriminated against because of her race or ethnicity at previous jobs. One of the women said, “It felt as if I wasn’t an equal to my peers because of my ethnicity.”\textsuperscript{477} The other woman did not believe that her good fortune would necessarily continue. “If we lived in an ideal world, then yes, I would have the same opportunities to be hired and succeed at my job, but I am clearly aware of the blunt racism, prejudice, and stereotypes that will affect me.”\textsuperscript{478}

During a conversation with several refugee community leaders, one leader expressed a common view: “It seems like refugees are either under- or over-qualified for every job. The town is not retaining its skilled immigrant workforce. They are going to the Cities for jobs because they can’t be hired in positions here that they have degrees for.”\textsuperscript{479} The group further reported that the local
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public school district has hired no teachers from the predominant refugee group, and that when the
district wanted to hire a cultural navigator, the position paid a very low wage. They also
described their perception that refugees with graduate degrees are placed in positions with the
least educational requirements, while U.S.-born workers without degrees are promoted into
positions that do require a degree.

Some immigrants reported their belief that, although they had found employment, they did not
receive raises or promotions at work due to their status as immigrants. One man reported that he
had not received a single raise in ten years. Another man reported the following: “My employer
did not give me that opportunity to be promoted. Maybe because of my accent but they did not
give me that opportunity.”

Individuals of different backgrounds and ethnic groups believed that they had to work harder than
their co-workers as a result of their status as immigrants. One man confided, “My workplace can do
better, but I feel like we have to work much harder to even get a decent pay increase, which will
only be a ten cent raise.” On the other hand, at least one refugee expressed her concern that as a
woman and minority, she may have gotten an opportunity for a certain position to make the board
or office appear more “diverse.”

Organizations that work with immigrant communities also reported that the immigrants they serve
face discrimination in the workplace. A service provider offered a specific example of how refugees
are often considered only for positions related to their refugee status or language skills, rather than
for their expertise or training: “A Karen teacher applied for a school position. They said she was
qualified, but that they did not have any Karen students for her to work with – they could not
envision that she could teach anyone else.”

Immigrant workers often do not understand their legal rights in the workplace, a problem
exacerbated by immigrants’ distrust of the legal system. “If you are hurt at work, there is legal help
with workers compensation, but immigrants don’t know who to talk to, who to trust. They say ‘I
think the lawyer is corrupt or bought by the company.’”
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One attorney reported that, in his experience litigating employment discrimination claims, defense counsel acts more aggressively in cases where the worker is undocumented than in cases of U.S. workers. “Employers go after immigration status in discovery even though the law is really clear that it is irrelevant and even though presumably the employer had checked the employee’s immigration status, in a deliberate effort to scare the plaintiffs.”  

Relying on private enforcement of discrimination claims can serve as a barrier to low-wage workers’ ability to enforce their rights. An attorney described improper defense tactics, such as exaggerating the time needed for a deposition with interpretation, that create unnecessary costs for low-wage employees. Employers often use other tactics, such as bringing in additional parties to complicate the litigation, driving up costs and making it less likely that individual workers pursue complaints.

**Discrimination by Individual Managers, Co-Workers, and Patients**

Some workers reported fair treatment by employer institutions, but discriminatory actions and comments by individual managers or co-workers. Staff at a legal service provider reported that while a large employer in the area allowed for prayer breaks for Muslim workers, “sometimes there are supervisors who don’t allow it – they say some people have to stay on the line to keep it running.”

According to a labor organizer, unions have been helpful in combating discrimination against immigrants by co-workers, individual supervisors, and patients. The organizer recounted an incident involving a group of refugee women who “were very expressive with their hands.” The women’s direct supervisor told them to stop “talking with” their hands because, “This is not your country. There are no bugs around here.” The women felt he was suggesting that their hand movements were the result of swatting flies. When the women complained to human resources, the employer conducted an investigation that resulted in a warning to the supervisor. Not satisfied with that result, the workers started a petition against the supervisor, which ultimately led to the termination of that supervisor’s employment.

This organizer also reported cases of hospital patients who claim they “don’t want to be touched” by immigrant personal care and nursing staff. The patients tell immigrant workers to “go back to your country,” or say “I can’t understand a word she’s saying. I don’t want her to touch me.” The organizer said that initially, hospitals would comply with patient requests, saying that compliance was needed to ensure employees’ “personal safety.” When the union intervened, the hospitals
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changed their position. Now, if a patient complaint is based on the race or national origin of the worker, the hospital does not honor the patient’s request for care from a different employee.  

While generalized complaints of differential treatment were reported by organizations working on behalf of individuals from a variety of countries, those organizations assisting Somali and Muslim workers reported higher numbers of specific incidents of discrimination. A large number of those complaints came from organizations in greater Minnesota. One social service provider reported a story about a Somali woman who speaks with an U.S. accent being enthusiastically received during a phone job interview, “but when she showed up in person everything changed.”

Other agencies also report overt discrimination against refugees and immigrants. Several employers are reported to have initially discriminated against Muslim women, but were open to making changes to accommodate the workers when confronted by outside agencies. An advocate described a case in which a Muslim woman was fired because she wore a headscarf for religious reasons. The employer claimed that because the headscarf created a safety hazard, it was not required to accommodate the woman’s religious need to wear the scarf. The advocate was able to negotiate with the employer to allow the woman to continue working by wearing a lab coat with her clothing tucked in. In another case, the advocate worked with an employer to accommodate a Muslim woman by allowing her to wear a required hair net over her headscarf.

There were also a higher number of specific complaints by organizations working largely with Latino populations. One community leader expressed his view that negative ethnic stereotypes are the biggest barrier to employment for Hispanic immigrants. He reported on a presentation he made to a group of tourism sector employers where he hoped that once these experts learned about the strong emphasis on hospitality in Mexican culture, they would understand the benefit to the hospitality industry of hiring Mexican immigrants. In response to his presentation, one of the tourism experts said, “Oh, you want us to take siestas.” In relaying his story, he said, “this stereotypical, ignorant understanding of immigrants is the biggest problem in employment. People try to change the program and not the mindset, and it doesn’t work.”

A Latino man who has worked as a cook at a major chain restaurant since 2008 said that he does not feel that he has the same opportunities at his job because he is Latino, and “stereotypes and
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judgmental people will create issues and formulate wrongful opinions.” He blames this largely on the media, which “has not done a good job at squashing the stereotypes, instead it just reiterates them.”

Positive Responses

Some advocates did report that, when an employer was made aware of the discriminatory behavior, the employer promptly took action to remedy the problem. One refugee reported a positive experience. “At the beginning the pay range was not correct, but I told them to change it and they changed it because they did not know the scope and responsibility of the position.”

In a few cases, individuals reported cases of employers stepping up to fix differential treatment on an employee’s behalf without request. One man said, “I made less money than other people with education like me, with an engineering degree. I noticed that. My employer noticed himself; my boss apologized and said he was paying me less money. Then they promoted me and paid more money.” Similarly, a refugee woman said that she “feels no discrimination.” She reported that when she was working as an “account clerk class one” at a bank, she was doing more work than she was being paid for. Her supervisor then approached her, saying that she wanted to reclassify the woman as “account clerk two” so that she would be paid for the level of work she was actually performing. The woman told us that her supervisor then wrote the promotion application on behalf of the woman.
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**Recommendations**

Finding: Immigrant and refugee workers face barriers to economic opportunity, due to lack of employment authorization, limited English language ability, lack of recognition of foreign credentials, and lack of access to education or technology needed for employment.

- Municipal and state licensing boards should review policies regarding acceptance of foreign credentials and ensure that foreign training is licensed when appropriate.
- Employers should review recruitment and hiring practices that rely on lengthy applications or require applicants to apply online to ensure that these practices do not unnecessarily create barriers to immigrant and refugee workers.
- The minimum wage should be raised to ensure that all full-time workers earn a sufficient income to move out of poverty.
- Local chambers of commerce, community economic development initiatives, and local governments should actively engage immigrant business owners.

Finding: Immigrant workers face exploitation in the workplace, such as low wages and wage theft, sexual assault, and outright imprisonment.

- Increase resources devoted to enforcement of workplace exploitation, including resources for training, investigation, and prosecution under state and federal laws.
- Ensure that victims of exploitative employment practices are protected from retaliation and deportation when they come forward.
- The IRS and Minnesota Department of Revenue should increase oversight of subcontractors in construction, retail cleaning, and other industries to ensure that their workers are not misclassified as contractors to avoid wage, hour, and other workplace protections.
- In light of increasing reliance on temporary workers to fill permanent positions, Minnesota should consider whether standards for employee protections need to be expanded.
- OSHA and the Minnesota Department of Labor and Industry should increase oversight of subcontractors in construction, retail cleaning, and other industries to
ensure that workers receive health and safety information, equipment, and training, and are not subject to unsafe working conditions.

- Recognizing that workers are often isolated, government agencies and labor rights organizations should take creative measures to ensure that agricultural and horticultural workers have access to information about their rights under U.S. and Minnesota civil rights and workplace safety laws.

**Finding:** Immigrant and refugee workers face employment discrimination based on race, religion, national origin, and citizenship.

**Recommendations**

- Expand anti-discrimination enforcement mechanisms to decrease the reliance on individual complaints.
- Ensure that low-wage workers who experience discrimination in the workplace are not effectively barred from prosecuting complaints because of litigation costs.
- Ensure that newcomers to the workforce have clear, accessible information about non-discrimination standards and means of enforcement.